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Shazam We all have a superhero inside us, it just takes a bit of magic to bring it
out. In Billy Batsons (Angel) case, by shouting out one wordSHAZAM!this
streetwise 14-year-old foster kid can turn into the adult Super Hero Shazam
(Levi), courtesy of an ancient wizard. Still a kid at heartinside a ripped, godlike
bodyShazam revels in this adult version of himself by doing what any teen
would do with superpowers: have fun with them! Can he fly? Does he have
X-ray vision? Can he shoot lightning out of his hands? Can he skip his social
studies test? Shazam sets out to test the limits of his abilities with the joyful
recklessness of a child. But hell need to master these powers quickly in order to
fight the deadly of evil controlled by Dr. Thaddeus Sivana (Strong). Warner
Breakthrough is based on the inspirational true story of one mothers
unfaltering love in the face of impossible odds. When Joyce Smiths adopted son
John falls through an icy Missouri lake, all hope seems lost. But as John lies
lifeless, Joyce refuses to give up. Her steadfast belief inspires those around her
to continue to pray for Johns recovery, even in the face of every case history
and scientific prediction. Warner
Shark Bait Ghost Shark – 2013 Starring: Mackenzie Rosman (TV’s 7th Heaven),
Dave Davis (TV’s The Walking Dead), Sloane Coe (Devil’s Due), Richard Moll
(Scary Movie 2) When rednecks on a fishing trip kill a great white shark, its spirit
comes back for revenge, and soon turns its sights on the town of Smallport.
Mississippi River Sharks – 2017 Starring: Jason London (Dazed and Confused),
Cassie Steele (TV’s Degrassi: The Next Generation), Miles Doleac (The Hollow),
Tahj Vaughans (TV’s NCIS: New Orleans) Sharks attack a fish rodeo on the
Mississippi River, and it is up to a group of locals, along with a visiting actor from
a successful franchise of shark movies, to stop the sharks. Ozark Sharks – 2016
Starring: Allisyn Ashley Arm (TV’s A.P. Bio), Dave Davis (TV’s The Walking Dead),
Michael Papajohn (Jurassic World), Ross Britz (God’s Not Dead) A vacation to the
Ozarks turns upside-down when bull sharks somehow infiltrate Arkansas's
freshwater lakes and wreak havoc on a town's big fireworks festival. Santa Jaws
– 2018 Starring: Reid Miller (Flikker), Courtney Lauren Cummings (TV’s The
Vampire Diaries), Jim Klock (TV’s Cloak & Dagger), Carrie Lazar (The Magnificent
Seven) A young aspiring comic book artist is gifted a mysterious pen that
brings his drawing to life. Now his creation, Santa Jaws, begins to devour his
family and the remaining must battle for survival against this creature. Swamp
Shark – 2011 Starring: Kristy Swanson (Buffy the Vampire Slayer), Robert Davi
(Die Hard), D.B. Sweeney (The Cutting Edge), Jeff Chase (Star Trek - Into
Darkness) An animal smuggling ring accidentally releases a deadly shark into
the swamplands of Atchafalaya Basin causing carnage to the residents and
visitors to the upcoming Gator Fest. Zombie Shark – 2015 Starring: Cassie Steele
(TV’s Degrassi: The Next Generation), Jason London (Dazed and Confused),
Sloan Coe (Devil’s Due), Laura Cayouette (Django Unchained) Four friends
vacationing at a resort island find themselves faced with the danger of
infectious zombie sharks that transform their victims into the undead. Alligator
Alley – 2013 Starring: Jordan Hinson (TV’s Eureka), Victor Webster (Surrogates),
Thomas Francis Murphy (Free State of Jones), Christopher Berry (12 Years a
Slave) Rival bayou families must put their mutual hatred aside when a mutated
alligator begins devouring members of each clan while it rampages through
the swamp. Mill Creek
4 Apocalptic Disaster Movies TORNADO WARNING: Extraterrestrials appear as
destructive "electrical tornadoes" on Earth; JUDGMENT DAY: A rogue space
anomaly is discovered approaching Earth, and it is up to the worlds top
scientists to stop it from destroying the planet; CHROME ANGELS: A female
biker gang finds themselves pitted against bomb-laden cyborgs in this
high-octane, gun-wielding, motorcycle racing action flick; GHOULS: A college
student returns with her father to his home country only to discover her family
holds a dark secret that involves her. Mill Creek
The Take & Black Gunn Double Feature That Takes No Prisoners: The Take Terry
Sneed (Billy Dee Williams) is a well-known cop brought by police chief Ray
Berrigan (Eddie Albert) to quell a crime wave that has gripped Paloma, New
Mexico. Already on the payroll of local businessman and crime chief Victor
Manso (Vic Morrow), corrupt police Captain Frank Dolek (Albert Salmi) finds it
hard to control Sneed. But in fact, Sneed is in business for himself, and even has
his own "business manager" (Sorrell Booke) to help him shake down anyone he
can for a payoff. Directed by Robert Hartford-Davis; also stars Frankie Avalon
and Kathleen Hughes. Black Gunn When a group of revolutionaries rob a
Mafia-run gambling operation, nightclub owner Gunn tries to protect his
politically radical brother Scotty from the mobsters and the police who come
looking for him. But after Scotty is violently murdered, Gunn hits the streets,
looking for revenge. Chasing down the killer in his white Rolls Royce, Gunn
hooks up with his brother's revolutionary friends and the cops for an explosive
showdown with the mob boss and his gang. Mill Creek
Naruto Shippuden 38 Set Episodes 487-500 It's the final Naruto Shippuden box
set! The Fourth Great Ninja War is over, and now the Hidden Leaf ninja return to
their daily lives. Some tackle dangerous work - like Sasuke, who tries to uncover
the truth about mysterious exploding humans. Others, like Shikamaru, face the
difficulty of adjusting to a postwar life. And for Naruto and Hinata, it's wedding
bells! Viz
Mojin The Worm Valley Following in the footsteps of blockbuster MOJIN: THE
LOST LEGEND and based on the bestselling novel series, MOJIN: THE WORM
VALLEY once again finds legendary tomb explorer Hu Bayi on a dangerous
mission as he seeks out the Tomb of Emperor Xian, located on an island of
monstrous creatures in this mystical action-adventure. Stars Hang Cai, Xuan Gu,
Heng Yu. Mandarin, Chinese soundtrack, English subtitle. Well Go
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Cold War 6 Film Collection: Man on a String, The Deadly Affair, Otley, A
Dandy in Aspic, Hammerhead, The Executioner MAN ON A STRING (1960)
Starring Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathews, Alexander Scourby; Directed by
Andre De Toth (House of Wax) Renowned director Andre De Toth (House of
Wax) actually got permission to go into East Berlin and Moscow to film much
of this pulse-pounding Cold War thriller, based on actual events. Academy
Award®-winner Ernest Borgnine (1955, Best Actor, Marty) gives one of his
finest performances as a Russian-born movie producer (inspired by
composer Boris Morros) whose background makes him an ideal counterspy
for the "CBI." He agrees to the deception, and, aided by agent Avery (Kerwin
Mathews, The 7th Voyage of Sinbad), he pretends to defect - but how long
can he keep up the charade? The crackerjack cast also includes Colleen
Dewhurst, Alexander Scourby, Glenn Corbett and in bit parts, Ted Knight (in
his film debut) and Seymour Cassel. THE DEADLY AFFAIR (1966) Starring
James Mason, Maximillian Schell, Simone Signoret; Directed by Sidney Lumet
(Dog Day Afternoon) with score by Quincy Jones Director Sidney Lumet
tackles this cold war spy thriller based on a novel by master of the genre,
John Le Carré. James Mason plays British secret agent Charles Dobbs, who's
puzzled by the sudden suicide of a man he's recently investigated. The
suicide seems contrary to his own findings, and Dobbs questions the recent
widow (Simone Signoret) in an effort to understand the man's state of mind.
When the Foreign Office tells Dobbs to drop the inquiry, he persists, even
enlisting a retired investigator when he turns up further disturbing evidence.
All of this takes place while Dobbs is dealing with the news that his
frequently unfaithful wife (Harriet Andersson) has been carrying on an affair
with his friend and protege (Maximilian Schell). OTLEY (1968) Starring Tom
Courtenay, Romy Schneider; Directed by Dick Clement Born loser Gerald
Otley (Tom Courtenay) is a freeloader living off the nearly exhausted
kindness of friends and former lovers. One night, Otley is drunk and awhen
his host is murdered. The next morning, before the police arrive, he is
kidnapped by a beautiful woman he met the night before (Romy Schneider)
and her partner, who attempt to extract information from him but eventually
determine he's clueless. Realizing he's in the midst of an espionage
conspiracy and also wanted for murder, Otley stumbles from one near-crisis
to another, incapable of distinguishing friend from foe, and unable to
extricate himself. Set in swinging London, the story is propelled by
Courtenay's charm and a sense of humor informed by the best of British spy
films; co-written and directed by Dick Clement. A DANDY IN ASPIC (1968)
Starring Mia Farrow, Laurence Harvey, Tom Courtenay; Directed by Anthony
Mann (El Cid) and with a score by Quincy Jones This stylish '60s espionage
thriller (with a score by Quincy Jones) bounds between London and Berlin,
following cool and inscrutable Alexander Eberlin (Laurence Harvey, The
Manchurian Candidate), a British agent tasked by MI-6 with finding the
double-agent in their midst. Unknown to British Intelligence, Eberlin is the
Soviet Agent Krasnevin, and when his Soviet contact is eliminated, Eberlin is
running for his life, while still to play the game. Eberlin is tracked closely by
his partner Gatiss (Tom Courtenay, Billy Liar, Otley) an agent-assassin who
despises him and is suspicious at every turn. Complicating matters is the
flighty but sincere Caroline (Mia Farrow, Rosemary's Baby), who enters
Eberlin's life and truly wants to be a part of it - perhaps the only real thing in
it. But, Eberlin's created a web so tightly wound about him that he no longer
can be sure who to trust, or even of his true identity. A fascinating, engaging
thriller and the final film credit for director Anthony Mann. HAMMERHEAD (1968) Starring Peter Vaughan, Vince Edwards, Diana Dors; Directed by David
Miller (Lonely Are the Brave) Hammerhead is the international criminal.
Hood, the American spy sent to intercept him before he can acquire nuclear
secrets. This 1960s' espionage thriller features girls aplenty, international
locations and plenty of style. Featuring Peter Vaughan (Time Bandits, Brazil)
as Hammerhead and Vince Edwards (Murder By Contract) as Hood - with
Diana Dors (The Long Haul, Blonde Sinner), Judy Geeson (To Sir, with Love)
and Beverly Adams ( Garden, Birds Do It). Exceptional chase scenes and a
fantastic score make this one worth nabbing. THE EXECUTIONER (1970)
Starring George Peppard, Joan Collins, Oscar Homolka, Judy Geeson;
Directed by Sam Wanamaker (Sinbad and the Eye of the Tiger) When a
covert operation in Vienna goes awry, British Intelligence operative John
Shay (George Peppard) suspects his colleague, Adam Booth (Keith Michell),
may be a double agent. Despite help from his girlfriend, Polly (Judy Geeson),
a clerk at MI6, Shay fails to convince his superiors of his theory. Undeterred,
Shay learns from scientist Philip Crawford (George Baker) that Booth has
been trying to steal top-secret documents. Appointing himself executioner,
Shay kills Booth and then assumes his identity to obtain conclusive evidence
that Booth was a traitor, only to discover the dead man's wife (Joan Collins) is
now Crawford's mistress, and Soviet Intelligence has set him up. Mill Creek
Master Z IP Man Legacy Legendary action director Yuen Woo-Ping draws on
a stellar cast (Michelle Yeoh, Dave Bautista, Tony Jaa, and Max Zhang) to
create a hard-hitting martial arts blast worthy of its place in the celebrated IP
MAN universe. Following his defeat by Master Ip, Cheung Tin Chi (Zhang),
tries to make a life with his young son in Hong Kong, waiting tables at a bar
that caters to expats. But its not long before the mix of foreigners, money,
and triad leaders draw him once again to the fight. Well Go

